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Abstract: The quantitative analysis of software is important, e.g., for energy-aware
systems having constraints on energy consumption while guaranteeing a certain de-
gree of utility. Analyzing software product lines is challenging due to the possibly
exponential number of feature combinations. This paper sketches new approaches us-
ing probabilistic model checking for a quantitative analysis of software product lines
and the integration of such into the software development process.

Software product lines (SPLs, see, e.g., [CN01]) comprise several related software prod-

ucts defined through their commonalities in terms of features. This allows for software

configurations which align best to customer needs. Within dynamic SPLs [GH03], soft-

ware products may change during runtime by activating or deactivating features, e.g., by

in-app purchases or incremental updates. As the number of products in an SPL might be

exponential in the number of supported features, possible interactions between features

and arising side-effects are hard to predict for developers. Thus, testing and verification is

highly desirable but also has to tackle the exponential blowup in the number of features.

Family-based approaches, where the behavior of all software products in the SPL are rep-

resented by a single operational model, have been successfully applied in SPL verification

[CHS+10]. Besides asking for functional correctness of software, quantitative require-

ments are gaining more and more attention also in the context of SPLs, e.g., imposing

restrictions on the energy consumption depending on the chosen features.

Compositional Framework for Dynamic Probabilistic Software Product Lines

Markov decision processes (MDPs) are a standard state-based operational model for sys-

tems which contain both, action-based and probabilistic transitions. Annotated with quan-

titative information, MDPs can be subject of many kinds of quantitative analysis.

Most of the modeling approaches for SPLs use monolithic models instead of composi-

tional ones (see, e.g., [CHS+10]). However, the intuitive concept of features directly

yields a modular structure of the SPL: features are encapsulated in modules and composed

towards a final software product. The compositional framework for SPLs presented in

[DKB14] comprises MDP-formalisms which represent the behaviors of features (called

feature modules) and an MDP-based component implementing the rules for dynamic fea-

ture switches during runtime (called feature controller). Specialized composition oper-

ators compose feature modules and feature controllers towards a standard MDP, which

contains all the feature-aware operational behaviors of the dynamic SPL and allows for a

family-based analysis.
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Probabilistic Model Checking

A quantitative analysis using probabilistic model checking has a broad tool support for

systems modeled by MDPs, e.g., by the prominent probabilistic model checker PRISM

[HKNP06]. Whereas other approaches towards SPL verification require specialized algo-

rithms (see, e.g., [CHS+10]), the above framework with its MDP semantics hence enables

an SPL verification which benefits from well-established standard methods. Applicability

of this approach has been presented in [DKB14] for variants of the energy-aware network

device EBOND [HDVH13]. An extension also supporting large-scaled dynamic SPLs with

multi-features will be published in [DBK15]. Non-standard probabilistic model-checking

techniques to investigate the interplay between energy and utility [BDK14], e.g., using

the concepts of quantiles, have also been successfully applied for SPLs. Such techniques

enable, e.g., to solve a strategy synthesis problem for dynamic SPLs asking for schedulers

how feature switches can optimize the energy consumption of an energy-aware server sys-

tem while guaranteeing a minimal bandwidth served in 99.9% of its executions.

Integration into the Development Process

Whereas existing case-studies for the framework presented in [DKB14] employed a direct

implementation of feature modules and its feature controller into the input language of

the model checker PRISM, an ongoing project called PROFEAT provides an extension of

PRISM to support models for dynamic probabilistic SPLs. Besides simple static analysis

and feature-model consistency checking, PROFEAT also eases the integration of quantita-

tive analysis during the development process for SPLs.
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